1. Introduction. - The electric dipole polarizability (a) of an atom or a molecule plays an important role in many optical or atomic phenomena [1] [1, 2] . This method has been brought to a high accuracy by using either a pure electrostatic deflection [3] or the « E.H. gradient balance » technique [4] . However, its use has been restricted so far to the study of a few elements (mainly alkali and earth-alkali metals) due to (a) the relatively small field gradients (small deviations) which are practically achieved and (b) the lack of an efficient detector for neutral particles. Another type of deflection experiment was introduced many years ago by Drechsler and Müller [5] and later reexamined [6] . In this method the beam is deflected by the highly inhomogeneous field near the tip of a held electron microscope while the tip itself is used as the detector. Very important angular deviations can thus be achieved and measured by analysing the resulting change of the image. Moreover, one can detect in principle any particle which can stick to the surface of the tip and can then be imaged or detected by the microscope itself. This makes this quite simple technique highly efficient for measuring the polarizabilities of a wide variety of neutral particles [5, 7] .
However, in developing this method, only' twodimensional calculations of the particle trajectories have been used so far [5, 6] . The The radius of curvature at the tip apex is named Ro. The spacing between the electrodes is characterized by the distance 1 between the screen and the centre of curvature 0 at the tip apex. The interelectrode electric potential is constructed by the known superposition of two weighted potentials with a weighting factor f (form factor) [9] . The field at the tip apex is chosen as the particular value Fo. By so doing the geometry and the field distribution (y) are completely defined by R0, l, f and Fo. According to what was said in section 2 . 2 . a, the problem of calculating one particular trajectory in the incident beam is now totally determined by specifying Ro, 1, f, 03BB, the direction of the initial velocity and the initial point M. The following reference frame was chosen : the origin at the centre of curvature of the tip apex. Oz along the tip axis positive towards the shank. Ox and Oy completing a direct cartesian frame. In particular, the arrival point on the surface Ma is specified by its cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) or by its cylindrical coordinate (0, e, z). The impingement angle is named m ; it is the angle of the trajectory with the normal to the surface at the arrival point Ma (see Fig. 1 ).
For each trajectory, equation (4) figure 3 . The small solid dots and the white circles show the arrival points of particles leaving from the same initial points, respectively for R/l= 10 figure 3 . The same conclusion can be drawn about the number and the density of the points. Figure 5 also shows cos ro/D versus a for the same values of f. Although different curves are found, the relative error on cos ro ID is less than 4 % for À = 5 and 6 % for À = 50 o'ver the usable portion of the tip. This rather small error will even be weighted out by the velocity distribution (see section 4). In conclusion, we consider our present results as valid for any electrode shape that can be practically realized.
(c) Amongst the various representations of the electrostatic potential of the tip [9, 10] the superposition of Drechsler and Henkel was chosen because of its analytical simplicity. Whether it yields a realistic description of the field will now be briefly discussed.
We shall hrst point out that the field distribution in the vicinity of the tip seems to be the major parameter. This is supported by merely looking at the deviation of the trajectories which mainly occurs within ten radii of curvature from the tip apex ( Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) . Now, our method is equivalent to more complicated ones for the representation of the potential and field in the vicinity of the tip [11] . Yet it has been shown [12] that changes in the geometry of the other electrodes (walls, screen) can induce non negligible changes in the field near the tip without altering the equipotential surfaces very much. This may influence the trajectories. However, for a determination of À (or a) we are interested either in the number of particles that hit the tip or in cos m/D. As these quantities are practically insensitive to Roll and f we think our representation of the tip potential is reasonably adequate to our purpose. 4 . The measurement of a with a field electron microscope. Application. -4.1 PRINCIPLE. -In the particular case of a field electron microscope, the local density of deposited particles (or the local coverage) can be measured at some selected point of the tip surface, for example by means of a probe hole. The polarizability of the particles can then be determined from a measurement of the densities nF and no of deposited particles respectively with and without field [6] . This method is reexamined in this section.
We figure 6 yield the value of 03BB for the particle. Once Fo, vo and m are known the polarizability a can be calculated from the definition ouf À (eq. 3).
In equation (5) cos fl also depends on the form factor f. However, its variation is less than ± 2 % for e = 300 and less than ± 1 % for 03B5 = 200. 6 . In our previous paper [6] Thorhallson et al. [13] and by Fraga et al. [14] yield 6 .28 Â3 and 11.7 A3 respectively. These theoretical values seem quite sensitive to the choice of a basic set of wave functions. However, we consider they are in better agreement with the present experimental value than with our previous one. Yet, it might be noticeable that we found here a polarizability much smaller than the atomic volume of the atom (22 A3). 5 . Conclusion. -In this paper we have shown how the study of the trajectories of polarizable particles in an inhomogeneous electric field can be simplified by using the dimensionless parameter 03BB and the scaling law of section 2.2. In the particular case of the field electron or field ion microscope, this has allowed us to construct graphs which can be used in nearly all experimental arrangements to determine the polarizability of a particle. The importance of the convergence of the trajectories (in three-dimensions) is also stressed in this paper, an effect which has not been taken into account by the previous two-dimensional calculations. As a consequence the corrected value of the polarizability of Pb is about half that previously determined. In this paper, most of the graphs have been constructed with a view to analysing field electron emission data. The application of the theory to the specific case of field ion microscopy is left to a future paper.
